2017 EIM Winners

Chan, Henry, CSS Research Adm
Chizuk, Jennifer, HR
DeGuzman, Glenn, Housing & Dining
Delaney, Jean, UGIS
De Zetter, James, EH & S
Galligan, Terence, Law School
Gardner-Saraf, Marissa, Capital Projects
Gillars, Sharon, Biosciences Div Svcs
Granell, Vanina, Berkeley Intl Office
Hagstrom, Susan, College Env Design
Halsey, Laurel, UHS
Hernandez, Sarah, Haas
Jarich, Amy Woods, UG Admissions
Kim, David, Theatre
Le, Dat, College of Engineering
Lilly, Sharon, Civil Engineering
Lindberg, Nadean, Botanical Garden
Marmolejo, Linda, CSS HR
Moore, Diana, UDAR
Okimoto, Shelley, Civil Engineering
Pauling, Rebecca, IEOR
Pease, Robyn, Human Resources
Reynoso, Marissa, LEAD Center
Rosenberg, Jeremy, IST-CalNet
Sang, Jennifer, Fung Institute
Schmitz, Patrick, Research IT
Sohn, Andrea, Grad Division
Spath, Tammy, UDAR
St. John, Margaret, School of Public Policy
Stone, Jennifer, ERSO
Trotter, Lochland, Astronomy
Utstein, Amy, Law Clinical Pgm
Watz, Susan, UHS